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We propose a molecular simulation method using genetic algo-
rithm (GA) for biomolecular systems to obtain ensemble aver-
ages efficiently. In this method, we incorporate the genetic
crossover, which is one of the operations of GA, to any simula-
tion method such as conventional molecular dynamics (MD),
Monte Carlo, and other simulation methods. The genetic cross-
over proposes candidate conformations by exchanging parts of
conformations of a target molecule between a pair of confor-
mations during the simulation. If the candidate conformations
are accepted, the simulation resumes from the accepted ones.
While conventional simulations are based on local update of
conformations, the genetic crossover introduces global update
of conformations. As an example of the present approach, we
incorporated genetic crossover to MD simulations. We tested
the validity of the method by calculating ensemble averages

and the sampling efficiency by using two kinds of peptides,
ALA3 and (AAQAA)3. The results show that for ALA3 system, the
distribution probabilities of backbone dihedral angles are in
good agreement with those of the conventional MD and
replica-exchange MD simulations. In the case of (AAQAA)3 sys-
tem, our method showed lower structural correlation of α-helix
structures than the other two methods and more flexibility in
the backbone ψ angles than the conventional MD simulation.
These results suggest that our method gives more efficient con-
formational sampling than conventional simulation methods
based on local update of conformations. © 2018 Wiley Periodi-
cals, Inc.

DOI:10.1002/jcc.25735

Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
methods are very powerful tools for studying biomolecular sys-
tems such as proteins and DNA. However, there are also some
problems, one of which is that the biomolecular systems gener-
ally have a large number of degrees of freedom and are charac-
terized by many local minima separated by high-energy
barriers. Therefore, conventional MD and MC simulations tend
to get trapped in states of local minima. In order to solve this
problem, various sampling and optimization methods such as
simulated annealing (SA),[1] replica-exchange method (REM),[2,3]

multicanonical algorithm (MUCA),[4,5] simulated tempering
(ST),[6,7] and their extensions (for example, see, Refs. 8–18) have
been proposed. Genetic algorithm (GA)[19,20] has also been rec-
ognized by researchers as powerful tools for various optimiza-
tion problems including biological systems. The GA mimics
the process of natural evolution and uses the optimization
procedures of natural gene-based evolution, that is, mutation,
crossover, and replication. For a certain optimization problems,
this algorithm has been found to be an excellent strategy to
find global minima. The conformational search or optimization
approaches for biomolecules using the GA has also been
performed.[21–25]

We have also proposed conformational search method
referred to as the parallel simulated annealing using genetic
crossover,[26–30] which is a hybrid algorithm combining MC
(or MD) simulated annealing[1] and GA. While GA is usually used
for finding the global-minimum energy state, we have pro-
posed to use genetic crossover to just introduce global update

of conformations to enhance conformational sampling in con-
ventional MC or MD simulations.[31,32] The methods can be
respectively referred to as the parallel Monte Carlo using
genetic crossover (PMC/GAc) and the parallel molecular dynam-
ics using genetic crossover (PMD/GAc). Whereas the selection
rule after genetic crossover in usual GA is to choose the lowest-
energy conformations, that in PMC/GAc or PMD/GAc is based
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on the Metropolis criterion.[31,32] Hence, the purpose for intro-
ducing genetic crossover here was not finding the global-mini-
mum-energy state, but obtaining accurate ensemble averages
of physical quantities at a certain temperature. Furthermore, we
have shown that PMC/GAc or PMD/GAc can be naturally com-
bined with the REM.[32]

In PMC/GAc or PMD/GAc, there is one complication: the
“child” conformations that are produced from a pair of “parent”
conformations by genetic crossover often have high-potential
energy and are unstable due to steric hindrance. We simply
introduced short relaxation simulations with restraints on the
backbone structures in order to obtain stable “child” conforma-
tions.[32] However, this introduction of extra simulations may
break the detailed balance condition, which may result in giv-
ing inaccurate ensemble averages of physical quantities. In this
article, we propose to employ Chen and Roux’s method,[33]

which guarantees the detailed balance condition, for this relax-
ation simulation in PMC/GAc or PMD/GAc. We applied this
modified PMD/GAc method to two kinds of peptide systems,
ALA3 and (AAQAA)3 in order to confirm the validity for the
ensemble average calculations of physical quantities and the
conformational sampling efficiency. The simulation results were
compared with those of conventional MD and replica-exchange
molecular dynamics (REMD)[3] simulations.

This article is organized as follows. In “Methodology” section,
we explain the present methods. In “Computational Details”
section, we explain the details of the simulations. In “Results
and Discussion” section, we present the results. “Conclusions”
section is devoted to conclusions.

Methodology
Parallel MC or MD using genetic crossover

In Figure 1, we show the flow charts of the PMC/GAc or
PMD/GAc method[31,32] and the original GA for comparison. We
first prepare M initial conformations of the system in study,
where M is the total number of “individuals” in GA and is usu-
ally taken to be an even integer. We then alternately perform
the following two steps:

1. For the M individuals, regular canonical MC or MD
simulations at temperature T are carried out simulta-
neously and independently for certain MC or MD
steps.

2. M/2 pairs of conformations are selected from “paren-
tal” group randomly, and the crossover operation is
performed to create preliminary “child” conformations.
Perform short simulations of the “parent” conforma-
tions with restraint on the backbone structures to
obtain final, stable “child” conformations (propagation
process). The obtained final “child” conformations are
“selected” or accepted from the parents with the fol-
lowing Metropolis criterion:

w p! cð Þ¼ min 1,exp −β Ec−Ep
� �� �� �

, ð1Þ

where Ep and Ec stand for the potential energy of the
parental conformation and the final child conforma-
tion of the parent–child pair, respectively, and β is the
inverse temperature defined by β = 1/kBT (kB is the
Boltzmann constant).
In Step 2, we can employ various kinds of GAc operations.

Here, we just present a case of the two-point crossover.[30] The
following procedure is carried out:

1. Consecutive amino acids of length n residues in the
amino-acid sequence of the conformation are selected
randomly for each pair of selected conformations.

2. Dihedral angles (in only backbone or all dihedral
angles) in the selected n amino acids are exchanged
between the selected pair of conformations.

Note that the length n of consecutive amino-acid residues
can, in general, be different for each pair of selected
conformations.

We need to deal with the produced “child” conformations
with care. Because the produced conformations often have
unnatural structures by the crossover operation, they have
high-potential energy and are unstable. Therefore, a propaga-
tion process is introduced before the selection operation. As
the propagation process, we perform a short MD simulation
with restraint potentials Erst(θ) of the (backbone) dihedral angle
θ in the selected n amino acids as follows:

Erst θð Þ¼ kθ θ−θchildð Þ2 ð2Þ

where kθ is the force constant, and θchild is a dihedral angle pro-
posed by exchanging dihedral angles between “parent” confor-
mations by the crossover operation. The initial conformations
for these propagation simulations are the ones before the
crossover. Namely, by these propagation simulations, the corre-
sponding backbone conformations of the n amino acids gradu-
ally transform from the ones before the crossover to the ones
after the crossover. For the propagation process, we follow
Chen and Roux’s method,[33] which guarantees the detailed bal-
ance condition. Here, we simply perform the propagation simu-
lation in the microcanonical NVE ensemble.

Computational Details

We applied the present method, conventional MD, and REMD,
to two peptides, ALA3 (ACE-ALA-ALA-ALA-NME) and (AAQAA)3
(ACE-ALA-ALA-GLN-ALA-ALA-ALA-ALA-GLN-ALA-ALA-ALA-ALA-
GLN-ALA-ALA-NME). The potential energy of the solvated pep-
tide systems is represented by the AMBER14SB[34] force field
and TIP3P water model.[35] The total numbers of atoms of ALA3
system and (AAQAA)3 system were 2241 and 10,053, respec-
tively. For both systems, different initial structures for each con-
ventional MD, each replica of REMD, or each individual of
PMD/GAc are prepared (see Supporting Information Fig. S1).
Before the production run, we perform the equilibrium simula-
tions for 2.0 ns with NPT ensemble with periodic boundary con-
ditions using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method. The cut-
off distances of 8.0 Å and 10.0 Å were used for the direct space
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sum of PME and van der Waals interactions of ALA3 system and
(AAQAA)3 system, respectively. Temperature was controlled
with the Langevin thermostat with a collision frequency of
1.0 ps−1 at 300 K. Pressure regulation was achieved with isotro-
pic position scaling with the Berendsen barostat with pressure
around 1.0 atm and a pressure relaxation time of 1.0 ps. For all
bonds involving hydrogens in the fragments, we used the
SHAKE algorithm[36] as constraint algorithm to carry out the
simulations with 2.0 fs as the time step. For production run, we
performed all MD simulations using a Langevin dynamics inte-
grator with NVT ensemble. AMBER14 program package[37] was
used for MD simulations. The crossover and selection opera-
tions of PMD/GAc were performed by our own Python program
and AmberTools14.[37]

Results and Discussion

In order to confirm the validity of PMD/GAc method, we com-
pared with conventional MD and REMD by using ALA3 peptide.
Each PMD/GAc simulation for sampling was carried out for
every 200 ns with 28 individuals (M = 28). Namely, the total
simulation time for sampling was 5.6 μs. We performed 1000
crossover operations for each individual, which selected consec-
utive amino-acid residues of length between 1 and 3, during
simulations. For the propagation process of the crossover oper-
ation, we performed short simulations of 20 ps with the
restraint potential (kθ = 300 kcal/(mol rad2) in eq. 2) for back-
bone dihedral angles, ϕ and ψ . On the other hand, the conven-
tional MD simulations were performed 28 times for 200 ns
independently. The acceptance ratio at the selection operation
was 45.5%. For REMD simulations, the simulation time was
200 ns for each replica, and each simulation used 28 replicas.
Replica exchange was tried every 1000 MD steps (2 ps). The
28 temperatures for REMD were distributed from 280 to 500 K:

280, 286, 292, 300, 305, 312, 319, 325, 332, 340, 347, 355,
362, 370, 378, 386, 395, 403, 412, 421, 430, 440, 449, 459,
469, 479, 489, and 500 K. In Figure 2, we show the probability
distributions of ϕ and ψ angles of ALA3 peptide obtained from
conventional MD, REMD, and PMD/GAc simulations. For esti-
mating probability distributions at 300 K from the REMD simula-
tions, the weighted histogram analysis method[38,39] was used.
All backbone probability distributions from PMD/GAc were in
good agreement with those of the conventional MD and REMD
simulations.

In order to confirm the sampling efficiency of the PMD/GAc
method, we also used (AAQAA)3 peptide. Each PMD/GAc simu-
lation for sampling was carried out for 200 ns with 56 individ-
uals (M = 56). Namely, the total simulation time for sampling
was 11.2 μs. For the crossover operation, we selected consecu-
tive amino-acid residues of length between 2 and 15. The
acceptance ratio at the selection operation was 25.8%. The
conventional MD simulations were performed 56 times for
200 ns in order to match the number of the individuals of the
PMD/GAc simulation. The REMD simulations were also per-
formed 200 ns for each replica, and each simulation used
56 replicas. The 56 temperatures for REMD were distributed
from 291 to 500 K: 291, 294, 297, 300, 303, 306, 309, 312,
315, 318, 321, 324, 327, 331, 334, 337, 341, 344, 347, 351,
354, 358, 361, 365, 369, 372, 376, 380, 383, 387, 391, 395,
399, 403, 407, 411, 415, 419, 423, 427, 431, 436, 440, 444,
449, 453, 458, 462, 467, 471, 476, 481, 485, 490, 495, and 500 K.
The other simulation conditions of all simulation methods were
the same as in the ALA3 system. In Supporting Information
Figures S2–S4, we show the time series of the fraction of the
amino acids identified as α-helix from the conventional MD,
REMD, and PMD/GAc simulations. In Supporting Information
Figures S5–S7, we show the conformations of lowest potential
energy obtained from the conventional MD, REMD, and

Figure 1. Flow charts of general genetic
algorithm (left side) and PMC/GAc or
PMD/GAc (right side). [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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PMD/GAc simulations. The three methods do give quite differ-
ent dynamical behaviors. However, they all converge to give
canonical ensemble averages as shown below. In Figures 3 and
4, we show the probability distributions of ϕ and ψ angles of
(AAQAA)3 peptide obtained from conventional MD, REMD, and
PMD/GAc simulations. The probabilities of ϕ of PMD/GAc
roughly agreed with those of the conventional MD and REMD,
however, in the case of the ψ angles, some peak heights were
different from those of conventional MD and REMD. The con-
vergence of average dihedral angles in the middle residues is
shown in Supporting Information Figure S8. We see that as the
simulation time becomes longer, the results of the conven-
tional MD and REMD simulations tend to approach those of
the PMD/GAc simulation.

As an indicator for the sampling efficiency of simulation methods,
we used time-autocorrelation function Cα-helix(t) defined by,

Cα-helix tð Þ¼ A tð ÞA 0ð Þh i− A 0ð Þh i2

A 0ð Þ2
D E

− A 0ð Þh i2
: ð3Þ

Here, A(t) is the number of amino acids identified as α-helix in
the amino-acid sequence at lag time t and hA(t)A(0)i is defined by

A tð ÞA 0ð Þh i¼
PN
i¼1

A t + tið ÞA tið Þ
N

, ð4Þ

where ti is the time of MD step i on the trajectory and N is the
total number of the trajectory. We used the DSSP algorithm[40]

for the criterion for α-helix formations. When Cα-helix is large for
a long time, in general, a conformation of the peptide or pro-
tein keeps α-helix structure intact or keeps non-α-helix struc-
tures such as extended or random coil structures. On the
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angles of residue 1, 2, and 3, respectively. d), e), and f ) stand for ψ angles of residue 1, 2, and 3, respectively. [Color figure can be viewed at
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contrary, in the case of small Cα-helix for a short time, the confor-
mation of α-helix structure is quickly changing to other confor-
mations during the simulation. In Figure 5, we show
Cα-helix estimated from the conventional MD, REMD, and
PMD/GAc simulations. Cα-helix of the conventional MD is always
higher value than those of REMD and PMD/GAc simulations. In
the case of PMD/GAc, although the Cα-helix is higher than that of
REMD before a short time (~9.3 ns), it becomes lower than that
of REMD in a long time, and finally, it is close to zero at 40 ns.

In Figure 6, the frequencies of flips of ψ angles from each inde-
pendent simulation of the conventional MD, replica of REMD, and
individual of PMD/GAc, are plotted. This flip frequency was evalu-
ated by counting the number of back-and-forth moving between
(−85.0 ≤ ψ ≤ 85.0) and (−85.0 > ψ or 85.0 < ψ ) (degrees). Namely,
we considered that the frequency of flips depends on the conforma-
tional change of an amino acid between α-helix region and
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Figure 3. Probabilities of ϕ angles of (AAQAA)3 peptide obtained from MD (black line), REMD (green line), and PMD/GAc (red line). a), b),..., o) stand for ϕ
angles of residue 1, 2,..., 15, respectively. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure 4. Probabilities of ψ angles of (AAQAA)3 peptide obtained from MD (black line), REMD (green line), and PMD/GAc (red line). a), b),..., o) stand for ψ
angles of residue 1, 2,..., 15, respectively. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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extended region on the Ramachandran plot. The frequencies of
PMD/GAc have higher values than those of the conventional MD as
a whole. On the other hand, the frequency of REMD depends on the
temperature strongly. Although some values of REMD at high tem-
peratures have very high frequencies, those at low temperatures
have low frequencies. In addition, we estimated the frequency ratio
of flips of ψ angles between conventional MD and PMD/GAc in
Figure 7. Especially, the frequencies of the residues around the mid-
dle of the amino-acid sequence increased largely for PMD/GAc.

We consider that one of the reasons of the difference of the
probability in the case of (AAQAA)3 peptide is the difference of the
sampling efficiency between conventional MD, REMD, and
PMD/GAc simulation methods because in the case of the smaller
system (ALA3 peptide), the probability obtained from the three
simulation methods was almost identical and, in the case of
(AAQAA)3 system, the correlation functions of α-helix structure
obtained from the three methods were different. In particular, the
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efficiency by the crossover and selection operations increases at
the residues around the middle of the amino-acid sequence in
comparison with conventional MD. This tendency may be true
even for larger systems.

Conclusions

In this study, we proposed PMD/GAc method based on GA as a
sampling method of molecular simulation and applied this
method to ALA3 and (AAQAA)3 peptides. The results show that
the ensemble averages of physical quantities obtained from the
PMD/GAc method were in good agreement with those of conven-
tional MD and REMD in the case of ALA3 system. On the other
hand, in the case of (AAQAA)3 system, there was a difference of
the quantities among conventional MD, REMD, and PMD/GAc
methods. The correlation time of α-helix structure obtained from
PMD/GAc simulation was lower than those of conventional MD
and REMD simulations, suggesting the superiority of PMD/GAc. In
addition, (AAQAA)3 peptide during PMD/GAc simulation was more
flexible than that of conventional MD.

In the future, we will apply PMD/GAc method to larger pro-
tein systems because from the present results, there is a possi-
bility that the larger proteins are even more effectively
sampled. We are also considering the combination of genetic
crossover with other sampling methods such as REMD, MUCA,
ST, Smart Darting Method,[14] etc. Since PMD/GAc is suitable for
parallel processing, it can be easily applied to large-scale com-
puter systems.
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